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The doctor-patientrelationshipis sacrosanct.However, this is not the case in
Indiana.Instead,Indiana challenges the doctor-patientrelationshipwith the
legislature'srequirement of legal and medical mandatory reporters. The
imposition of mandatory reportersoften results in a breach of trust in the doctorpatientrelationship,which not only can severely damage the relationship,but
also harm the patient or client. In Indiana,this harm rises to prosecutionand
prison.Indiana requires doctors to breach confidentiality and assist in
prosecutingtheirpatients,with a distinctfocus on pregnantwomen.
Ordinarily,when the doctor-patienttrust is breached,it can severely damage not
only the relationshipbut harm the patient or client. In Indiana,harm rises to
prosecutionandprison. Women who may be in criticalstages of theirpregnancy
risk arrestand conviction when they seek medical assistance.Clients who
disclose past criminalactivity may face prosecution.States assert concernfor the
fetus when criminalizingthe behavior ofpregnantwomen. The concernfor the
fetus pits the mother againstthe fetus and the state, anddoctors andagainst the
people they serve.
PurviPatelis one example. Purvi sought medical treatment after a miscarriage
and wound up with a 20-year prison sentence. In Indiana,pregnantwomen who
seek medical attentionneed to be Mirandized before being treatedand criminal
defendants have to withhold communicationsfrom their attorneys otherwise they
will be blindsided.
A doctor assisted law enforcement and testified against his patient, Purvi. The
doctor ceased being a medical officer and became a state actor. The constitution
requiresdoctors actingas agents to state warn theirpatientsthat they face potential
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prosecution. Purvi received no such warning. Indiana courts allow for an
overbroadapplicationoffeticide laws that interferewith criminaldefendants 'Fifth
Amendment right againstse/f-incrimination.A civil Miranda equivalent is needed
for vulnerable pregnantwomen seeking medical assistance.
Uncanny Commodities: Policy and Compliance Implications for the Trade in Debt
and Health Data
M ary F .E. Ebeling , P hD ..................................................................................................
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This Article examines how health dataproducedin a variety of contexts outside of
HIPAA regulationsare repurposedby commercial data brokersfor marketing,
credit risk assessment andpurposes other thanfor the direct healthcareof a
patient. The Article describes how apatient'shealth data end up in the databases
of some of the most powerful information brokers in the UnitedStates - credit
bureaus. Once in their hands, health information are combined with other
consumer andfinancialdata that are used tofeedfinancialrisk, consumer
behavior and other scoringinstruments, including "decisioningtools ". These
algorithmicinstruments are used by healthcareproviders to predict whether a
patientwillpay a bill or take medication, and to support clinicaldecision making,
among other purposes. These data brokers also sell these data to thirdparties,
which will use health datafor target marketing. This Article considers some of the
implications that the repurposingand reselling ofpatient health data have for
privacy and compliance with securitypolicy.
Searching for Adverse Events: Big Data and Beyond
B arry R . F u rrow ..............................................................................................................
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Big Data is coming to health care, albeit slowly. The widespread diffusion of
electronic health records into the health care industry means that huge quantities
of data can now be generatedand stored in data warehousesfor use. The benefits
of data analytics arepotentiallygroundbreakingforthe health care industry. High
risk patients can be identified; admission rates predicted to allow better staffing;
securityfraudcan be reduced;patientoutcomes can be improved through tracking
patientprogress.
The focus of this article is the use of dataanalytics to enhance institutionalprovider
power to spot anomalies, such as a doctor's high rate of patients with postoperative infections or hospitalreadmission.Analytical tools can also spot adverse
drug events (ADEs) and reduce such ADEs by scanning patient records for
medicationsprescribedoutside standardtreatment.
This Article will explore the increasinguses of such data mining tools in hospitals,
using examplesfrom current caselaw. It will examine peer immunity statutes and
other statutory schemes that limitplaintifflawyer access to discovery ofpotentially
actionable errors in hospitals. It will further consider the courts' emerging
approachesto overbroadhospitalattempts by hospitalsto shieldhospitaldataftom
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plaintiffdiscovery and use. Finally, it will consider the possible consequences of
hospitaluses of dataanalytics, and the risks to physiciansof abuses ofsuch analytic
techniques, such as staff privileging actions or termination of employment for
"substandard" care. The law presents a tangle of statutory defenses against
disclosure of internalhospitalcommittee reports on adverse events, both state and
federally based; the new technologypromises discovery of more physician-caused
adverse events without adequate protection of staff and employed physicians
againstdata abuses.
Legal and Ethical Impediments to Data Sharing and Integration Among Medical
Legal Partnership Participants
Jessica Mantel and Renee K nake ....................................................................................

183

Medical legal partnerships (MLPs) respond to the medicalization of poverty by
addressing the legal and socialproblems that cause or contribute to poor health.
MLPs achieve their mission through collaborationamong health care, legal, and
public health professionals. Those MLPs with a highly integrated team of
professionalsoffer more comprehensive, coordinatedassistanceto patient-clients.
The success of this interdisciplinaryteam model depends on open communication
among the variousMLP professionals. Unfortunately, legal, ethical, andpractical
barriersoften prevent MLP professionalsfrom sharingpatient-client information
with one another. This Article identifies these barriersand explains how they may
undermine the effectiveness of MLPs by hindering data sharing and integration
among MLP professionals.
The Technologies of Race: Big Data, Privacy and the New Racial Bioethics
C h ristian B . Sun d qu ist ...................................................................................................

205

Advancements in genetic technology have resurrectedlong discarded
conceptualizationsof "race" as a biologicalreality. The rise of modern
biological race thinking as evidenced in health disparity research,personal
genomics, DNA criminalforensics, and bio-databanking- not only is scientifically
unsound but portends thefuture normalizationof racialinequality. This Article
articulatesa constitutionaltheory of sharedhumanity, rootedin the substantive
due process doctrine andNinth Amendment, to counter the socio-legal
acceptance of modern genetic racialdifferentiation. It argues that state actions
that rely on biologicalracialdistinctionsundermine the essentialpersonhoodof
individualssubjected to such taxonomies, thus violatinga protectedprivacy
interest in avoiding race-basedbiologicalclassificationsby the government.
The ascendance of modern dejure genetic racialclassificationshas received only
minimal attention thusfar in the literature,with prominentscholars such as
DorothyRoberts addressingthe socio-politicalroots of the phenomenon. This
Article contributes to the discussion by further developing a constitutional
framework by which to challenge state-sanctionedbiologicalracialtaxonomies.
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ProfessorStacey Tovino gave the keynote address at the Beazley Institutefor
HealthLaw and Policy's Eleventh Annual Symposium on Health Law andPolicy
("Privacy, Big Data,and the Demands of ProvidingQuality Patient Care').
Duringher remarks, Professor Tovino addressedone problem, one perspective,
and one opportunityrelating to patientprivacy and health information
confidentiality. This Article is a publishedversion of her remarks.
Healthcare, Privacy, Big Data and Cybercrime: which one is the weakest link?
M anin M r~ela and Igor V uletid .......................................................................................

257

This Article is devoted to the issue of cyberattacks against the healthcare sector.
Statistics show that the healthcare sector is one of the most vulnerable to
cyberattacks, and therefore, has become afrequent targetfor individual hackers,
as well as organized hacker groups. The authors discuss this problem from the
perspectives of criminology and criminallaw. In the first part, they analyze recent
cyberattacks on the healthcare sector in the United States and worldwide. Based
on this analysis, they establish a classificationof cyberattacks against healthcare
institutions. They also use this analysis to point to the key weaknesses that make
the healthcaresector an unprotectedtargetfor cybercrime. In the secondpart, the
authors discuss the criminal law dimension of the problem. They emphasize the
importance of harmonizationof legislation in this emerging area of criminal law.
In addition, they point to the problem of (or the lack o) universaljurisdictionfor
prosecutingsuch crimes.
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